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The Basis™ collection is a casegoods offering that embodies craft in a modern 

idiom. Relying on classic proportion, thoughtful detailing and the expressive 

nature of wood, Basis™ conveys refined elegance with contemporary 

sensibilities. The Basis™ collection is a complete design solution, offering 

an array of fixed and freestanding work surfaces, storage components and 

organizational elements that can be arranged to meet virtually any functional 

requirement. The Basis™ collection has been designed and coordinated by Brian 

Graham to provide architects and designers with a cohesive and comprehensive 

furnishings solution to create the definitive modern wood statement 

throughout an entire project.





Desktop elements add elegance to organizational
requirements

The Basis™ pull adds a distinctive jewel like 
accent

Optional work surface runoff offers the choice of solid surfacing material



Double pedestal desks are offered in rectangular and bowfront forms with an optional slatted wood modesty panel



Extending Basis™ into the administrative workplace, the Basis™ 

Open Office Collection offers a selection of single, dual and custom 

workstation configurations, featuring distinctive transaction surfaces 

and signature organizational elements. A range of freestanding 

storage configurations include unique support elements to 

accommodate state of the art technology, addressing the functional 

requirements of the most demanding work groups. The Basis™ 

Collection delivers the definitive modern wood statement to the open 

office environment.



Dedicated group printer cabinet with integral 
wire management and adjacent paper storage

Signature organizational elements include in/
out trays in solid surfacing material

Custom options include curved workstation surround 



Basis™ Open Office establishes an architectural presence in figured Anigre veneers



Extending Basis™ into the collaborative workplace, the Basis™ 

Conference Collection offers a broad array of conference table shapes 

and sizes, supported by a selection of bases in wood and metal, to 

perfectly suit most any application. Accommodation for technology 

is understated yet easily accessible. The functional demands of the 

conference room, such as food service and multimedia presentations, 

are elegantly provided for with both freestanding and mobile furniture 

elements. The Basis™ Collection delivers the definitive modern wood 

statement to the conference environment.



Basis™ offers a broad array of tables, service and support elements to create a modern wood statement in the conference room



The Basis™ Service Credenza provides a standing height platform for food and beverage service

Storage at either end of the Service Credenza includes
space suitable for up to a 2.6 cu ft refrigerator

The Open Storage Cart has two levels of 
open storage crowned by a solid surface top



Basis™ offers a choice of ten table bases in combinations of wood and stainless steel, many with accommodation for
technology that is understated yet easily accessible

The Decca Power Point™ combines electrical and
data outlets into one unified enclosure

Optional stainless steel inlays accent distinctive
wood veneers



Located at each end of the Basis™ Media Wall’s elegant
concave wood surface lies closed storage cabinets
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